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With more than 10 million copies sold, the Sierra Club Wilderness Calendar has been America's

best-loved wall calendar for more than 40 years. The latest edition once again sets the standard

with its breathtaking images of wild places across the countryâ€”all beautifully reproduced in

stunning large format. Includes year-at-a-glance grids for 2013, 2014, and 2015.
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I love this calendar. The pictures are beautiful and peaceful and the calendar blocks are big enough

to fit several different appts., meetings, or practices for our busy family.

This Sierra Club Wilderness Calendar is nice. Beautiful photos, big area to write appointments each

day, okay printing, paper is a bit on the thin side. However, I DO NOT like the spiral binding, as it is

rubbing on the wall leaving fine marks on the paint. I had to cover the spiral binding with a large,

long piece of sticky felt. That took time, cost money and caused aggravation. One other thing, this

calendar is much longer than the standard-sized calendar. For us, it hangs too low in our "calendar

spot", making it slightly harder to read/use. Just something to take into account... Might order again

next year, not sure. Hope this helps!

I buy this same calendar to use at work. The photos are always great and relaxing. If you're stuck in

an office most of the time you have to take what nature you can get. Hopefully the Sierra club does

something worthwhile with some of the proceeds but I'm not sure about that.



I appreciate this Sierra Club Wilderness Calendar and buy one every year. I love the photographs

chosen and it fits the wall where I keep track of appointments, etc. There is plenty of room to write

appointments in each day.

I get this calendar every year and love it: great photos, great layout, tells you the holidays and the

phases of the moonâ€”what's not to love?

This is my favorite calendar, year after year.I don't even need a calendar anymore, having gone

entirely digital. But I keep buying this one, as I have for 20 years, because the pictures are so

beautiful and I look forward to seeing a new one on the first of every month.I love that it is printed on

high quality paper, too...when I was younger and still had room on my walls for more art, I'd cut

these out of the calendar and put them in cheap frames when the year changed.

I am a nature photographer myself, and I love nature photography calendars, but it can be difficult to

find calendars with consistently solid photography. Since the photo is displayed for a whole month,

the flaws become immediately apparent and then just annoy me for four weeks. It was a big relief to

find the Sierra Club calendars. I rarely find flaws in the images. The photography is tack-sharp with

excellent composition, exposure, and processing work. The calendar is obviously produced by

professionals. Every month, I uncover another gorgeous, impressive shot that provides me with

both inspiration and a longing to travel.The 2014 calendar is my third Sierra Club calendar. I'm

happy to support two causes: the Sierra Club and great photography!

Have previously either had this calendar given to me or I purchased it at mall kiosks every year.

Was SO GLAD to find it on  when I happened to check this year. Less $$$ for the 1st time ever.

Came quickly (few days) and in excellent condition. VERY pleased to have this beautiful calendar

with its great pictures and little boxes to write all my items and appointments! It has been useful to

me to have saved all my old ones for looking up information from past years. The one year the

calendar did not come with spiral binding it did not lay flat and was not as nice as the spiral

bound...my preference. LOVE IT!
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